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Halarious scripts written by the Blizz comics crew.We've used these to perform drama plays in local
schools.
A lot like "The Adventures of Blizz Comics"
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1 - Soap Opera of Doom

The Soap Opera of Doom

*Boy & Girl stand facing each other center stage*

*They lean towards each other…Lights dim to a blackout.

A coughing sound can be heard from the boy & girl starts giggling.*

*lights come on-Boy is rolling on floor, coughing and wheezing while girl is smiling cheerfully with hands
folded behind back*

Girl: Oh, sorry. Hairball!

*Boy runs off right stage-still coughing*

Girl: Wait for me, honey!*skips after boy*



2 - Evil Villain Scene

Evil Villain Scene

*An awkward woman stands center stage, laughing maniacly, holding a bottle of soda*

Woman: MWAHAHAHAHA! I've created the world's deadliest soda! I shall mass-produce it and therefore
wreak havoc on this pitiful planet!!*rubs chin*

*A small holding goblet enters left stage*

Girl: How's it going master? *notices soda* Ooooh! May I have some master? Here, *holds out goblet*
you can fill my goblet.

*Woman hands her slave the soda*

Woman: Pour it yourself, slave. Heehee… *twiddles fingers*

*Slave merrily pours soda*

Slave: Okie Dokie! *Pours bottle & glugs down soda while tossing the bottle aside* Yum… *begins
coughing & choking while falling to her knees & passing out*



Woman: MWAHAHAHAHA! She's dead! Success!

*girl stands up*

Girl: Oh yes! That WAS good!

Woman: Damn, it must be defective… She's still alive… *rubs chin* CURSE YOU, SLAVE!!!

*Lights dim*

Woman: Slave?

Girl: Yes?

Woman: Shouldn't we exit the stage now?

Girl: Maybe.

*lights turn on & a man with a broom appears on right stage*

Woman & Girl: Run!*runs off stage, screaming & waving hands in the air with man chasing after them,
swinging broom. Man stops when he sees soda bottle on the floor & sweeps it off stage, mumbling*
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